‘Cabaret’ Celebrates The Bawdy Beautiful

By TRACI HUKILL   Wed, Jul 28, 2010

The audience never stood a chance. From the moment the lights came up on dynamo Roddy Kennedy in the impish, libidinous role of the Emcee, the cast of Cabaret was in charge. No provincial musical theater production this, with audience members tensed for blown high notes and lead-footed maneuvers by non-dancers. Cabrillo Stage’s latest offering brims with big-city talent—top-notch singing, powerful dancing and strong acting, all marshaled by director Trevor Little into a dark tale about decadence, innocence and escalating racism in 1930s Berlin.

The stunning Michaud plays Sally Bowles as a goddess of the burlesque, alternately purring and belting out musical numbers in a huge, gorgeous voice. A powerful dancer, she commands the stage with every maneuver by non-dancers. Cabrillo Stage’s latest offering brims with big-city talent—top-notch singing, powerful dancing and strong acting, all marshaled by director Trevor Little into a dark tale about decadence, innocence and escalating racism in 1930s Berlin.

Similarly, Kennedy’s Emcee anchors the production with an exceptional combination of athleticism, vocal skill and killingly charismatic stage presence. He darts in and out of scenes, slapping every firm set of buttocks within range and warming the stage with sexy, mischievous energy every time he appears. We are always glad to see him, and his performances of "Willkommen," "Money" and a hilarious bit of dancing in drag make him an easy audience favorite.
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